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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to reviewer’s comments from previous manuscript submission

ID number (PUBH-D-18-02510R3)

We deeply appreciate the editor’s comments on our revised submission. We have incorporated and addressed all concerns in this latest revised manuscript, and as described below.

Assistant Editor Comments:

Image attribution Figure 1
Thank you for providing image attribution for Figure 1 (Google Earth (2019)). As maps from Google Earth are currently under license, please provide written evidence of permissions obtained to publish the map from Google Earth.

If permissions to publish the image have not been obtained, the image needs to be removed.

Response: We were unaware that maps from Google Earth were under license. We have decided to remove the map and made edits to the manuscript by reassigning new numbering for the remaining figures on page 5 lines 12-15 and page 12 line 6. Edits were also made to the legends of the figures on pages 32 to 35, to reflect the change in the numbering of these figures. We hope these changes are now satisfactory.